


Coaching in today’s world requires new ways of collaboration, connecting and co-creating with each other.

Integrating interdisciplinary and cross-cultural dimension, which could vary from psychological to geographical,

is critical in enabling different mindset and perspectives to emerge during coaching.

Join us to experience this coaching masterclass with great thought-leaders who bring in diverse insights,

ranging from neuroscience to sports. The thought-provoking sessions explore the approaches, practices and

proven tools to help transform and shape a new world of coaching.

This unique, interactive conference also provides the opportunity to explore the IAC Coaching Masteries from

different perspectives and to help transform coaching conversations. The IAC Masteries can be acknowledged

as a worldview that supports lifelong learning. Due to the embedded value of lifelong learning, clients can expect

the IAC professional coach to be on the leading edge of knowledge, skills and other abilities across many

disciplines.

.

Professional coaches of IAC demonstrate a presence which communicates professional humility and deep

respect for their clients, and to the profession of coaching. An IAC professional coach is deeply aware of their

responsibility to balance the challenges in a borderless world with the aspiration and dimensions that contribute

to uniqueness of each client. This tapestry of perspectives makes the IAC coach masterful and agile.

With lifelong learning, inter-disciplinary awareness, and a strong respect for cross-cultural realities embedded in

the psyche of the IAC professional coach, the future of coaching has become a present reality in the “coaching
relationship.”

WHO SHOULD ATTEND? 

Learning  ● Certification Journey ● Coaching Community  ● Transformation    

Future Trends  ● Neuroscience  ● Serve  ● Team Coaching

• Professional Coaches

• C-Suite Executives, Directors, General Managers, Managers

• Human Resource Managers

• Learning & Development Managers

• Entrepreneurs, SME Leaders, NGO Leaders

• People interested in Coaching

Join the coaches from around the globe who will meet in

Barcelona, Spain, on 8th and 9th November 2019, to share,

reflect and learn together. Register now!

The content will be presented in English and Spanish, so 
you will enjoy having translation in these languages



CONFERENCE AGENDA

15:00 – 17:00 Conference Registration

17:00 – 19:00 IAC Members Networking Cocktail

Thursday 7 Nov 2019 Pre-Conference

08:00 – 09:00 Conference Registration

09:00 – 09:15 Introduction by Conference Host – IAC Spain Chapter. Yolanda Fleta

09:15 – 09:45
Welcome Address by IAC President

José Manuel "Pepe" del Río Zamacona

09:45 – 10:45
Keynote: Michael "Coop" Cooper
Founding President IAC

10:45 – 11:00 Refreshment & Networking

11:00 – 12:30
Session 1: Martha Pasternack

Let’s Celebrate our Coaching Community: Going Beyond Bias 

12:30 – 13:30 Session 2: Monica Siu

Future Trend and Lifelong Learning: What is in it for Coaches?

13:30 – 15:00 Lunch & Networking

15:00 – 16:00
Session 3: Yolanda Fleta

Health Coaching: The Path to Patient Engagement

16:00 – 16:30
Table Group Sharing:

Learning from Day 1 Conference

16:30 – 17:30 Refreshment & Networking

19:00 – 21:30 Gala Dinner – Presentations from IAC Members/Chapters

Day 1 Friday 8 Nov 2019 



08:30 – 09:30
Key Note Session 2: Rhonda Britten

Introduction to Fearless Living 

09:30 – 11:00
Session 4: Jeremias Alvarez Ortiz

Growing to Transcend

11:00 – 11:30 Refreshment & Networking

11:30 – 12:30
Session 5: Luis Gaviria
"Neuroscience and the powerful science of becoming"

12:30 – 13:30

Session 6: Moderated Panel Discussion

Navigate the IAC Certification journey to Discover, Learn and 

Grow as a Coach

Pepe Del Rio
Eduardo Vier

Anjali Nair

13:30 – 15:00 Lunch & Networking

15:00 – 16:00
Session 7: Shan Moorthi & Pau Gimeno

Team Coaching with Rhythm

16:00 – 17:00
Session 8: Philip Beddows & Carla Cofiño
How can IAC Serve You? 

17:00 – 17:30 Conference Closure 

Refreshment & Networking

Day 2 Saturday 9 Nov 2019 

CONFERENCE AGENDA



SESSION SYNOPSIS AND PRESENTER PROFILE 

Keynote session I

THE POWER OF COACHING: 

USING COACHING SKILLS TO 

SPUR LIFELONG LEARNING

Presenter: Michael "Coop" Cooper

Founding President IAC

Coaching skills are powerful in many applications and have

helped to transform people’s lives around the globe. Yet, they

hold much more power when applied to lifelong learning in a

multicultural and inter-disciplinary world. We’ll discuss the

coaching masteries and their possibilities for lifelong learning

impact for coaches and our clients over the next 100 years.

Keynote session II

INTRODUCTION TO 

FEARLESS LIVING

Presenter: Rhonda Britten

Imagine waking up each day grateful for being who you are, feeling

loved, appreciated, and passionate. Imagine having the courage to be

fully self-expressed. What’s the only thing standing in your way? Fear

of failure? Fear of not being good enough? Fear thwarts your ability to

express your purpose, give and receive love, and realize your

dreams. Rhonda will help us gain insight into the origins of fear and

the disguises it wears, how our brains are hardwired to lean on fear

and practical solutions you can use right now to put fear in its place.

Michael “Coop” Cooper is an internationally recognized executive coach, advisor, facilitator and trainer who specializes in

working with executive teams to develop the leadership skills, alignment and strategies to grow and thrive in a constantly
changing environment. Coop has 27 years of experience as a coach, management consultant, strategist and project leader

with Fortune 1000 companies and small businesses in over 33 countries. He has coached and advised to recognized CEO's
and he has also been selected to coach the prestigious TED Fellows. He was the founding president of the International

Association of Coaching, has served on the faculty of Sony leadership programs, CoachVille, Thomas Leonard School of
Coaching and the Graduate School of Coaching.

Rhonda Britten, named America’s Favorite Life Coach, is an Emmy Award-winner, Repeat Oprah guest, Coach of the Year

recipient, 4x Bestselling Author, and Master Coach. She was the first Life Coach on television in the world and has changed

lives in over 600 episodes of reality television and is the author of four bestsellers including her seminal work, “Fearless Living.”
As the Founder of the Fearless Living Institute, she brings the neuroscience of fear down to earth giving you a path out of “not

being good enough” using the “Wheels” technology she developed that saved her own life. She has been training coaches

since 2000, and her “Life Coach Certification Program” is considered the Ivy League of Life Coaching Training.

Session 1

LET’S CELEBRATE OUR 

COACHING COMMUNITY: 

GOING BEYOND BIAS 

Presenter: Martha Pasternack

MMC (IAC), BOG Secretary

A general definition of bias, in the Oxford Dictionary, says

that bias is tending to favor one thing, person, or group

compared with another, usually in a way considered to be

unfair. This relates to coaching because bias can interfere

with possibility, decisions, dreams, and potential. When we

engage our clients in a coaching conversation, we aim to co-

create a neutral space to explore possibility, make decisions,

create or renew a dream, or uncover potential.

Try as we might to be unbiased, conscious and unconscious

biases tend to make their way into many of our coaching

conversations. They often appear as preconceived notions

and limiting beliefs. Being aware of bias empowers us to

center on how we choose to express our understanding of

coaching mastery.

Using the 9 IAC Coaching Masteries to inform this interactive

presentation, we will learn about how to recognize bias, and

how we can respond with coaching mastery.

She is an internationally experienced certified life coach and

consultant, mentor and trainer with a history of working with

individuals and groups both as a coach and as a Family Nurse

Practitioner in a complementary medicine practice. She is a

strong professional with an MSN focused on Primary Health Care

from University of Colorado Health Sciences Center with

postgraduate study in religious studies at Harvard University,

Boston, Massachusetts. Is a Master Coach by the Fearless

Living Institute and the IAC as Master Masteries Coach - MMC

(IAC).



SESSION SYNOPSIS AND PRESENTER PROFILE 

Session 2

FUTURE TREND AND 

LIFELONG LEARNING: WHAT 

IS IN IT FOR COACHES?

Presenter: Monica Siu

MMC (IAC), BOG Member and 

Chapter Leader IAC Hong Kong

Forces like technology make the whole world getting

more connected and complexed, and at the same time

accelerates the pace of change and makes it more

disruptive. Trends so emerge and are broken much

faster than before. When it comes to life-long learning,

what shall we pay attention to and what kind of

competence\ mindset shall we equip ourselves with in

response to the probable trend in 2030 and beyond?

Session 3

HEALTH COACHING: THE PATH 

TO PATIENT ENGAGEMENT

Presenter: Yolanda Fleta

IAC Spain Chapter Leader

IAC Conference Host

In a world where the numbers of non-communicable

chronic diseases are increasing, the approach “Do

what I tell you” is ineffective and obsolete. Health

coaching on the other hand is the new paradigm in

health care that paves the way to achieve active and

committed patients with their health.

Monica is a Leadership\Career Coach, Trainer, Process Facilitator, Columnist, and megatrend watcher. Being a coach at

master level, accredited by IAC as Master Masteries Coach - MMC (IAC). Monica is now the Chapter Leader of IAC Hong

Kong and Governor, Global Board of Governors of IAC. Monica is passionate about unleashing human potential, exploring the

megatrend of the world and practicing continuous life-long learning. She has solid experience in co-creating a better future

with her clients through transformative coaching, leadership development training, and group facilitation.

She has a degree in sociology with a specialization in sociology of food and a postgraduate degree in skills development in

coaching and psychotherapy from the University of Barcelona. He works as a personal coach specialized in Health Coaching

and nutritional coaching, accompanying people who want to improve their health and diet. She is project manager and trainer

in nutritional coaching skills for dietitians-nutritionists and health professionals in Nutritional Coaching, Nutrition Experts. She is

a consultant at the Open University of Catalonia in the course of open nutritional coaching programs and teacher of the

nutritional coaching module in the master's degree in sports nutrition and physical activity at the University of Barcelona. She

is an author and active member of the International Association of Coaching (IAC). She is currently the leader of the IAC Spain

Chapter and our hostess in the 2019 IAC Global Coaching Conference in Barcelona.

Session 4

GROWING TO TRASCEND

Presenter: Jeremias Alvarez

Coach of Venezuelan Soccer 

Team

"Growing to Transcend". I will address part of my personal

history, before coaching. Thanks to coaching I could

transform what was limiting me and now I am being able to

empower other people to walk this path of uncertainty and to

transcend in life and in sports.

Jeremias is a member of the International Association of Coaching (IAC) and is the Commercial Director of Excellent People

Venezuela. He is a Life Coach, International Speaker and Trainer. Jeremias is the Mental Coach and the Motivator for the

Venezuelan’s National Soccer Team. He is also contributed to the success of thousands of professionals in several countries

through his training programs.



SESSION SYNOPSIS AND PRESENTER PROFILE 

Session 5

NEUROSCIENCE AND THE 

POWERFUL SCIENCE OF 

BECOMING

Presenter: Luis Gaviria

IAC Vice President

I believe we are destined for greatness. Becoming the best we can

be is a matter of going back to our original design. When I think

about it, science has been a path in search of the truth. It has also

brought immense satisfaction when I finally realize that in assisting

others, I was finding myself. This in itself is something spiritual. At

the end of the day, when I added coaching to neuroscience, it could

have been a way, maybe an excuse, to become the person I am

now. I yearn to become my original design. I do this by helping

others find their greatness.

Session 6

NAVIGATE THE IAC 

CERTIFICATION JOURNEY TO 

DISCOVER, LEARN AND 

GROW AS A COACH

Presenters: Pepe Del Rio, 

Anjali Nair, Eduardo Vier

Join the interactive session, with IAC Certified coaches and the

IAC Certification Committee, to explore how the IAC

Certification process can support lifelong learning experiences.

This session is for anyone who is seeking to challenge their

abilities, navigate their growth and deepen their coaching

experience.

Luis is a Professional Coach, Master Coach Trainer, Clinical Psychophysiologist, Corporate Consultant and Trainer. He is a

Vice President, Member of the Executive Committee and Board of Governors of the International Association of Coaching

(IAC)

José Manuel “Pepe” del Río is an Executive & Career Coach,

actually is the Global President of the International Association

of Coaching (IAC).

Eduardo Vier is a Business and Mentor coach. He certified as

Master Masteries Coach - MMC (IAC), and is in the

Certification Committee for the International Association of

Coaching (IAC).

Anjali Nair is the 2nd Vice President of the International

Association of Coaching (IAC) and a Master Masteries Coach -

MMC (IAC). She specialises in HR consulting for

organisations.

Session 7

TEAM COACHING WITH RHYTHM

Presenters: Pau Gimeno

& Shan Moorthi

This Session will demonstrate how Team Coaching

process can enable a group of individuals with diverse

competencies to perform as a high performing Team

Shan Moorthi is a Certified Coach specialized in Training, Facilitation and

Coaching in areas of Leadership,Teams and Emotional Excellence. He is

the President Elect of the International Association of Coaching (IAC).

Pau is a Musician, Music Therapist and Facilitator and works using music

affordances to help individuals and groups to live a healthier live, specially

by building communities through music. He works as a Music Therapist in

different hospitals, especially in Mental Health and Intensive Care Units

and in Oncological Treatments. Currently he is a Research Professor with

the University of Barcelona.



Session 8

HOW CAN IAC SERVE YOU?

Presenters:

Philip Beddows, Carla Cofiño

IAC BoG Members

This session will focus on drawing ideas

and suggestions on how IAC can further

add value to IAC Members experience.

This session will be facilitated by the

International Association of Coaching

(IAC), Board of Governors.

Philip Beddows is an Executive Business Coach & Mentor. He is member of the International

Association of Coaching and a Member of the IAC's Global Board of Governors.

Carla Cofiño is a Life & Team Coach. She is a member of the International Association of

Coaching (IAC) and a Member of the IAC's Global Board of Governors. Carla is also the head

of the IAC Communications Portfolio.

SESSION SYNOPSIS AND PRESENTER PROFILE 



FEES AND PACKAGES

LOCATION AND FACILITIES

Barcelona, the capital of Catalonia, is a Mediterranean and cosmopolitan city that integrates Roman remains,

medieval neighborhoods and the most beautiful examples of Modernism and the avant-garde of the twentieth

century into its urban layout. Declared by UNESCO as a World Heritage Site, it houses emblematic

constructions of Catalan architects Antoni Gaudíand Lluís Doménechi Montaner. Its history and economic

dynamism have provided Barcelona with a significant cultural heritage, historical-artistic richness that

promotes the most innovative artistic trends.

Visitors have a diverse cultural experience and a wide variety of places to enjoy: museums, exhibitions,

outdoor sculptures, a large program of music, theater and dance and the place of an experience of lifelong

learning in an interdisciplinary & multicultural world.

Hotel Website: https://www.hotelicariabarcelona.com/en

Tourism Guide: https://www.barcelona-tourist-guide.com/

Public Transport: https://www.barcelona.de/en/Barcelona-public-transport.html

USD 230 USD 319 (Save USD 97)

Includes:

 Barcelona Conference.

 One (1) year membership for the 
IAC.

(if you are an existing IAC member, 

your membership will be extended by 

one year)

Includes:

 Barcelona Conference.

 One Masteries Practitioner Package 

(that include the online Test and 
MPDP1 review).

 Year membership for the IAC.

(If you are an existing IAC member, your 

membership will be extended by one year)

(1) Masteries Practitioner Development Plan

REGISTRATION POLICY: The registration forms must be completed and submitted together with full payment of the fees to IAC before commencement of the EventOtherwise, the registration will be treated as

unconfirmed. Payment can be made via PayPal or Credit Card or transfer/direct. SUBSTITUTION OR CANCELLATION Substitution of participant(s) is allowed provided a designation of the new participant(s) is

made at least one (1) day prior to the commencement of the Event. Cancellation of registration by a participant is subject to the following: (a) Fourteen (14) working days or more prior to the Event, 10% of the

fee will be charged as administration fees; (b) Less than fourteen (14) working days prior to the commencement, 50% of the fee will be charged; or (c) if no notification is received prior to the Event (Non–
Attendance) then the full fee will be charged. DISCLAIMER Change of Event Fees IAC reserves the right to alter the Event fees. However IAC will not demand for any increase in fees from a participant if the fee
has already been paid in full prior to the change. If the fee is not fully paid at the time of the fee increase, the participant may be charged the new fee accordingly. IAC reserves the right to make alternative

arrangements in relation to the Event date/time, venue or speakers. However IAC will reasonably act to notify the participants of such change (if any). Additional Expenses IAC shall not be responsible for any

additional expenses incurred by any participant(s) in the course of attending the Event.

Pay US$ 230 Pay US$ 319

FEES AND PACKAGES

https://www.hotelicariabarcelona.com/en
https://www.barcelona-tourist-guide.com/
https://www.barcelona.de/en/Barcelona-public-transport.html
https://sy101.infusionsoft.com/app/orderForms/7bdd9ebf-72fa-4885-99a1-6f21c5c7cf6c
https://sy101.infusionsoft.com/app/orderForms/7bdd9ebf-72fa-4885-99a1-6f21c5c7cf6c
https://sy101.infusionsoft.com/app/orderForms/156ee983-4a20-47de-b1ca-0abdd82ad543
https://sy101.infusionsoft.com/app/orderForms/156ee983-4a20-47de-b1ca-0abdd82ad543


ABOUT US:

The International Association of Coaching® (IAC) is an independent, global professional association of coaches

dedicated to the ongoing pursuit of coaching mastery in order to effectively support clients toward achieving their

goals – wherever the client may be on their personal or professional path.

The IAC is a coaching association with a difference, knowing that masterful coaching has the ability to change

the world in positive, powerful and remarkable ways.

Part of what makes the IAC® different from other

coaching organizations is the way we assess

coaching mastery, and our belief that attending coach

training or graduating from any specific program is not

sufficient evidence that a coach can, in fact, coach.

• Our measure of coaching practice is the global

gold standard for masterful coaching.

• Our mission is to expand the path to coaching

mastery by inspiring the on-going evolution and

application of universal coaching standards.

• Our focus is on the improvement of the coaching

profession overall, and is not on the performance of

particular services for individuals.

OUR COMMUNITY, OUR TEAM

IAC® CHAPTERS AND VOLUNTEERS

IAC® Chapters and our volunteers are

important partners in fulfilling our mission

which ultimately contributes to evolving

human potential worldwide, are invaluable

by providing and environment in which

coaches share and create useful

resources.

Our IAC® Chapters and volunteers

demonstrate the IAC Values in all they do!

Lifelong learning

Innovation and change

Diversity and inclusiveness

Openness and transparency

Abundance thinking and trust

Integrity and high ethical standards

BOARD OF GOVERNORS (IAC BoG):

President: José Manuel “Pepe” del Río Zamacona

President Elect: ShanMoorthi

Vice President: Luis Gaviria

2nd Vice President: Anjali Nair

Secretary: Martha Pasternack

Treasurer : Péter Rusznák

BoG Member: Philip Beddows

BoG Member: Fernando Celis

BoG Member: Leanne Chan

BoG Member: Monica Siu

BoG Member: Carla Cofiño

BoG Member: Terry Lipovski

BoG Member: David Huang

CONFERENCE COLABORATION TEAM

Yolanda Fleta. IAC Barcelona Chapter Lead and Host

Tomas Lozada. Graphic Designer and Communications Team

Franklin Morais. IAC Malaysia Chapter Lead

Erika Sanchez. IAC Madrid Chapter Lead




